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Introduction 

 

Good afternoon, Chair Menin and Chair Ung, and members of the Committees on Small 

Business and Government Operations. My name is Carlos Ortiz, and I am the Assistant 

Commissioner for External Affairs at the Department of Consumer and Worker Protection 

(DCWP). I am joined by Michael Tiger, DCWP’s General Counsel, and my colleague Gregory 

Anderson, Deputy Commissioner at the Department of Sanitation (DSNY). Thank you for the 

opportunity to testify on today’s legislation.  

 

DCWP and Small Businesses 

 

DCWP has been steadfast in its commitment to supporting small businesses in New York City. 

We do this in a number of ways. Our dedicated outreach teams share informational materials and 

conduct hundreds of educational events each year, partnering with sister agencies such as the 

Department of Small Business Services to bring resources to local businesses. DCWP’s visiting 

inspector program has served more than 10,000 individual businesses since 2017, providing free, 

one-on-one educational inspections by a senior inspector. These efforts ensure that businesses 

have access to information regarding their requirements to operate in New York City, through 

which we hope to facilitate a culture of compliance with laws and rules that the Council and 

Administration have established. And, through our equitable enforcement and progressive 

discipline model, we prioritize our enforcement efforts against recidivist non-compliant 

businesses to ensure that the city’s marketplace is free from predatory actors.   

 

Moreover, DCWP regularly and meticulously assesses the provisions of the Administrative Code 

we enforce to ensure that the civil penalties we issue are appropriate and not overly burdensome 

on our city’s small businesses. For example, in 2021, we worked with the Council to pass Local 

Law 80, which made business-friendly changes to over 30 categories or areas of our enforcement 

and substantially lowered penalties for over 150 individual violations that DCWP enforces. 

Local Law 80 also lowered civil penalties to zero dollars for the first-time offense of 12 

violations and added the ability to cure a first-time violation for dozens more. Lastly, it repealed 

outdated or redundant licensing requirements to provide relief to small businesses recovering 

from the economic impact of the pandemic.1 In 2022, as part of Mayor Adams’ Small Business 

Forward Initiative, DCWP proposed an additional 24 reforms, principally to lower civil penalties 

to zero dollars for first time violations, which are projected to save businesses almost $1 million 

 
1 https://legistar.council.nyc.gov/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=4805925&GUID=2C7D9F71-D49E-499E-A21F-

F6A9D5C76B90&Options=ID|Text|&Search=2233  

https://legistar.council.nyc.gov/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=4805925&GUID=2C7D9F71-D49E-499E-A21F-F6A9D5C76B90&Options=ID|Text|&Search=2233
https://legistar.council.nyc.gov/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=4805925&GUID=2C7D9F71-D49E-499E-A21F-F6A9D5C76B90&Options=ID|Text|&Search=2233


a year.2 The bill to implement those reforms, and similar reforms proposed by many other city 

agencies, also known as Introduction 845, is currently before the Council, carried by Chair 

Menin. The Administration looks forward to seeing it advance and provide substantive relief to 

New York City’s small businesses. 

 

DCWP’s Penalty Schedules 

 

Along those lines, I would like to describe for the committees, today, how DCWP establishes 

public “penalty schedules” for the laws it enforces. When the Council passes legislation that 

involves a range of penalties, DCWP will engage in rulemaking to establish a specific penalty for 

the first violation that weighs into consideration our knowledge of the industry, our knowledge 

of the harm that has been identified by the legislation, and the potential for deterrence of that 

harm. The proposed penalty is shared with the public in order for elected officials, community 

boards, consumers, workers and businesses to provide feedback. When the penalty schedule is 

finalized, it is publicly available. Subsequently, whenever an OATH hearing officer issues a 

decision against a business, they will use the publicly available penalty schedule to assess a 

penalty against the business.    

 

Introductions 491 and 815 

 

Today, there are two bills for consideration at this hearing. The first, Introduction 491, would 

require DSNY and DCWP to establish a program for food service establishments to donate their 

excess food, and in return see certain civil penalties waived. DCWP defers to DSNY with respect 

to this legislation. 

    

Introduction 815 relates to Administrative Code provisions that have a range of penalty amounts 

for a specific violation and would require city agencies enforcing those provisions to utilize the 

lowest amount in the range as the standard first time penalty. City agencies would only be able to 

impose a higher penalty by establishing specific aggravating factors by rule for each violation in 

the Administrative Code, which would then need to be proven by the agency each time during a 

proceeding at the Office of Administrative Trials and Hearings (OATH).   

 

As I described earlier, DCWP has been committed to continually and intentionally reassessing 

penalties in the Administrative Code, listening to feedback from small businesses and advocates, 

to ensure that they are appropriate and effective. However, the Administration does not support 

this legislation as drafted and has concerns with its sweeping approach that could have adverse 

consequences spanning a range of City agencies. For DCWP, specifically, these mandated 

changes will weaken penalties that serve as a deterrent to some of the most egregious business 

activity we observe, such as tobacco retail dealers operating unlicensed, debt collectors illegally 

pursuing a consumer, or individuals deceiving immigrant New Yorkers with false services and 

promises of gaining documented status. The bill would also require DCWP to establish 

aggravating factors in order to issue penalties above the lowest amount in a range. Proving 

“aggravating factors” would likely require DCWP to staff lawyers to attend OATH proceedings, 

making the hearing process more time consuming and elaborate for businesses. 

 

 
2 https://www.nyc.gov/assets/home/downloads/pdf/press-releases/2022/Small-Business-Forward.pdf  

https://www.nyc.gov/assets/home/downloads/pdf/press-releases/2022/Small-Business-Forward.pdf


Finally, as my colleague at DSNY can speak to, this bill would impact significant provisions of 

the laws they enforce, and those that our other sister agencies enforce to protect New Yorkers 

from illegal activity. We recommend, as an alternative, that we continue to collaborate on 

Introduction 845, which I referenced previously, to implement significant reforms to civil 

penalties as it relates to small businesses.    

 

Conclusion 

 

Once again, thank you Chairs Menin and Ung for the opportunity to testify today before your 

committees. I welcome any questions you and members may have about today’s bills and 

DCWP’s work to uplift small businesses and protect consumers and workers. 
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Comments of the NYC Hospitality Alliance on Int. 0815-2022 (Menin) and Int. 0491-2022 (Menin) 

before the NYC Council Committee on Small Business along with the Committee on Governmental 
Operations on Monday, January 30th at 1:00pm in the Committee Room, City Hall, New York, NY 

  
The NYC Hospitality Alliance (“The Alliance”) is a not-for-profit association serving and representing 
thousands of restaurants, bars, and nightclubs across the five boroughs, and we submit the following 
comments on proposed:  
 

• Int. 0815-2022 (Menin), in relation to the rules of construction for unspecified ranges of civil 
penalties. 
 

• Int. 0491-2022 (Menin), in relation to reducing civil penalties where food service establishments 
donate leftover food.   

  
First, The Alliance strongly supports Int. 0815-2022. The City of New York has the unfortunate reputation 
of treating small businesses like an ATM with fines and penalties over multiple mayoral administrations 
and city councils. While there have been positive efforts made to reduce unnecessary regulatory burdens 
by reducing fines and allowing warnings and cure periods for certain violations, much more reform is still 
needed. 
  
Int. 0815-2022 is an example of such needed reform, not only because it is important for small businesses, 
but because it will help ensure that regulatory agencies follow the legislative intent of laws passed by the 
City Council. For example, when the City Council passes a law creating a new violation for small businesses 
the legislation often creates a penalty range with a minimum and maximum fine amount. However, when 
the law is enacted and sent for agency Rule Making, the agency often ignores the City Council’s intent and 
schedules the minimum fine amount significantly higher than stated in the law, creating a bigger financial 
burden for small businesses, and disregarding your legislative intent.  
  
The Alliance recently saw an example of this when an agency’s proposed Rule set a first violation at $1,500, 
even though the City Council directed the civil penalty to start at $500 – a $1,000 increase! Thankfully, 
when The Alliance brought this to the attention of the agency during the public comment period, they 
amended the proposal to correspond with the local law’s minimum fine amount.  
  
Nonetheless, this is not a matter that should be left to whim, and that’s why Int. 0815-2022 is important 
legislation that The Alliance supports because it’s essential in the City’s effort to structurally reduce 
unnecessary fines on small businesses. Lastly, we do not know how many established minimum / first time 
penalties have fines higher than prescribed in local laws, and that’s why it’s very important that Int. 0815-
2022 applies retroactively to all existing penalties and that agencies understand that they must amend 
any existing rules and penalty schedules that do not comply. 
 
We thank Council Member Menin for her leadership on the important bill, along with its supporters and 
we encourage the Council to pass this legislation ASAP and we urge Mayor Adams to sign it into law.  
  
 
 
 
 

https://shared.outlook.inky.com/link?domain=legistar.council.nyc.gov&t=h.eJwtjttKxDAURX9l6EOfbC5Nm8tAcTp0FEHwQeYDziTHNhjb0mZ0RPx3G_BxrwWL_ZNdl5Dtd9kQ47zuKQ3Y-zXCQux0Ha0PZPy2pJ8-6XMSAaKfxg4jbAbW-Xb_1DW1Kbmuq_zxvA1hlOC8rAv50ImiYi0rNCu7om3F6ShLdmqPJn-ZU2Zt8leExQ5NdrfL3tOLEeO09KWWTAoKi-89HuKA2wcIwcNokWyeSs3VmzMOgStpBEpjnDLWwaWWGpmjXKqKa6G4IZynOqb6B9wO84UE-ErIJfQ_f_8Aj6BO5A.MEYCIQCy2f45xh9WqVi6xg8RTXvxvRXPY2CysvXvB00SEcKEpwIhAP9lU1zWZ5IljtpzIC2B4dIIm_WPdFpdd99uHEY2k3j4
https://shared.outlook.inky.com/link?domain=legistar.council.nyc.gov&t=h.eJwtjttKxDAURX9lKNgn2zS95DJQnJleZEDwQf2AM8mxDca2tBmtiP9uIz5t9l6w2N_BdbbBfhf0zk3LnhCLnVkczLEar4MyNh6-VNyNH-TBAwvOjEONDjYCy7TeneuyYEwmRRHev2wla5s2pzyNmoSlUd4e0-gkqiaqW5GejhWtqiYLHyevWcpzfcOrZ1zdFuETwqz6Mpc0uN0Fb_7UgG6cu1SwhGUEZtMZPLget0tgrYFBYbxxwgTlr1pqBMqZzJBJqblUGi4FE5hoQhnPqcg4lTH9s6O3v8N6mC6xhU8_aT_9159fef9TYQ.MEUCIQClsT-ORK9XH6oEqjeQkxF8kZrONJpp3nBAIu_T5HUyrwIgYCuOhX3fJm9dsuqjo9kJcEu3jnxIGYcFMS1GMeM__4A
https://shared.outlook.inky.com/link?domain=legistar.council.nyc.gov&t=h.eJwtjttKxDAURX9l6EOfbC5Nm8tAcTp0FEHwQeYDziTHNhjb0mZ0RPx3G_BxrwWL_ZNdl5Dtd9kQ47zuKQ3Y-zXCQux0Ha0PZPy2pJ8-6XMSAaKfxg4jbAbW-Xb_1DW1Kbmuq_zxvA1hlOC8rAv50ImiYi0rNCu7om3F6ShLdmqPJn-ZU2Zt8leExQ5NdrfL3tOLEeO09KWWTAoKi-89HuKA2wcIwcNokWyeSs3VmzMOgStpBEpjnDLWwaWWGpmjXKqKa6G4IZynOqb6B9wO84UE-ErIJfQ_f_8Aj6BO5A.MEYCIQCy2f45xh9WqVi6xg8RTXvxvRXPY2CysvXvB00SEcKEpwIhAP9lU1zWZ5IljtpzIC2B4dIIm_WPdFpdd99uHEY2k3j4
https://legistar.council.nyc.gov/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=5669055&GUID=3FEF4172-E062-4FA2-B8CE-DF82BAC1CCE3&Options=ID%7CText%7C&Search=491
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Second, The Alliance appreciates the intent of Int. 0491-2022 in relation to reducing civil penalties where 
food service establishments donate leftover food because it encourages businesses to donate food to 
feed hungry New Yorkers, which is a practice so many restaurants currently engage in. However, we would 
like to see the bill amended, to instead incentivize restaurants to donate more food by reducing  
fees for permits and licenses and/or providing other tax incentives.  
 
Our belief is such an amendment will encourage the same desirable behavior, without using fines, which 
we agree are already too high for small businesses as leverage. Fines should be reduced. Period. Because 
it’s the right thing to do, just as donating left-over food is, but one shouldn’t be used to compel the other 
behavior as it sets a concerning regulatory precedent.  
  
We thank the Chairs, Committees, and Council Members for your consideration of the NYC Hospitality 
Alliance’s comments.  If you have questions and/or comments, please contact our executive director 
Andrew Rigie at arigie@thenycalliance.org. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
NYC Hospitality Alliance 
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:arigie@thenycalliance.org


 
 

 
Testimony of Justin Wood, Director of Policy,  

New York Lawyers for the Public Interest  

 to the New York City Council Committees on Government Operations 
and Small Business on January 30th, 2023  

  
 

Thank you to Chairs Menin and Ung for the opportunity to offer comments on two bills impacting civil 
violations charged to businesses in New York City by various agencies including the Department of 
Sanitation and the Department of Consumer and Worker Protection. 

Intro 491 – reducing recycling and organics business penalties for businesses participating in food 
donation. 

We fully support the goal of increasing food donations as a strategy to tackle the immense problems of 
food waste, hunger, and climate emissions in our city.  Rapidly boosting donations of edible food could 
help to mitigate the climate impacts of waste while reducing food insecurity that many New Yorkers 
struggle with daily.   However, we are concerned that the approach taken by Intro 491 is not 
comprehensive or aggressive enough to rapidly reduce food waste and increase food donations from 
our city’s huge commercial business sector. 

Last summer, our organization participated in a food waste tour, stopping outside several grocery stores 
and chain restaurants in Manhattan as they closed and set out their waste in the evening.  The 
quantities of food waste we found in just one neighborhood were shocking:  entire black garbage bags 
filled with fresh edible bread, bagels, sandwiches, vegetables, and just-expired dairy products were 
found at every location – including large profitable chain stores that claim to be participating in 
sustainable waste recycling programs. 

First, relatively few businesses appear to be impacted by recycling violations, which may point to 
problems of under-enforcement of the current commercial recycling laws and a lack of transparent and 
affordable recycling services offered to customers by the commercial waste industry.  As we heard 
today, the number of commercial recycling violations issued by DSNY has declined substantially over the 
last three years, and our search of public data shows that relatively few recycling-related violations have 
been issued to businesses over the last six months since enforcement of organic waste rules was slated 
to begin. 

Under current rules, only large stores, restaurant chains, and food manufacturers are required to 
source-separate and recycle organics waste.  We are concerned that forgiving the minimal recycling-
related fines charged to these businesses in exchange for participation in food rescue and donation 
programs  will not be an effective motive for large and profitable food waste generators to change their 
harmful practices and comply with the recycling laws.  



 
 
We would welcome the opportunity to work with the City Council to take a more comprehensive 
approach. 

 

First, the city could pass legislation requiring that food waste businesses participate in food rescue and 
food donation programs.  Currently, a New York State law requiring large food waste generators to 
donate edible food does not apply to New York City, and Local Law 146 does not direct businesses to 
donate or rescue edible food.  

Second, we believe the best way to incentivize businesses to participate in food donations and organic 
waste recycling is to make substantial investments in food rescue, food banks, organics recycling, 
infrastructure, customer service, and customer education in sync with the new Commercial Waste Zones 
(CWZ) program mandated by Local Law 199 which is due for full implementation this year. 

Under the new CWZ program, waste haulers will be required to charge clear and transparent prices for 
organics, recycling, and garbage services, and to ensure that composting and recycling services are 
discounted to create additional incentives for businesses to properly source separate materials. 

Local Law 199 also enables designated carters to partner with subcontractors to reduce the amount of 
commercial waste sent to landfills and incinerators in each zone.   These subcontractors can include 
food rescue, food donation, and zero-emissions “micro-haulers” and every business citywide should 
receive clear, transparent information in multiple languages on how to access these services in each 
zone, meet waste reduction goals, and realize cost savings.   

A scaled-up food rescue and donation system can also be a source of good, green local jobs, especially 
when compared with landfilling and incineration which produce relatively few jobs and are 
environmentally harmful.    

We would support legislation that complements the forthcoming reform of the commercial waste 
system and takes a comprehensive approach to boosting investments, infrastructure, customer 
education, and enforcement of recycling rules to put our city back on track to meet zero waste goals 
while ensuring that all excess edible food gets to New Yorkers who most need it. 

 

Intro 815 – Reducing Penalty amounts for unspecified ranges of civil penalties. 

NYLPI represents and partners with numerous communities and individuals negatively impacted by 
unscrupulous businesses in New York City.  We are concerned that, as currently written, Intro 815 would 
broadly limit the City’s ability to impose meaningful fines across a range of enforcing agencies and for a 
range of bad actors.   Before moving forward, we urge the affected city agencies and the Council to 
compile and publish a full list of the agencies, regulations and enforcement mechanisms that would be 
impacted by Intro 815, and to ensure that this bill would not undermine any regulations that help deter 
corporations from breaking environmental, recycling, consumer protection, and worker protection laws. 



 
 
For example, we are concerned that this bill may reduce the effectiveness of civil penalties that can be 
imposed on truck-based waste transfer stations, which are overwhelmingly concentrated in a few 
environmental justice communities and have been associated with violations including leachate runoff, 
water pollution, air pollution, noise, odor, and safety hazards on sidewalks and streets. 

Similarly, we have represented numerous clients with immigration and health-related issues who have 
been misled and harmed by unscrupulous immigration service providers, and we are concerned that the 
current bill might restrict the Department of Consumer and Worker Protection’s ability to deter those 
who seek to take advantage of immigrant New Yorkers. 

 

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on these bills, and look forward to continuing to work with 
the Council to advance equity and sustainability for all New Yorkers. 

 

Sincerely, 

 
 

Justin Wood 
Director of Policy 
New York Lawyers for the Public Interest  
151 West 30th Street, 11th floor  
New York, NY  10001  
jwood@nylpi.org  
(212) 244-4664  

 

 

 































February 2, 2023

Thank you for this opportunity to submit testimony to talk about the need to increase food
donation and address the massive amount of food waste in our city.

https://nypost.com/2023/01/10/tons-of-food-gets-tossed-by-nyc-hotel-because-migrants-wont-ea
t-it/

https://abc7ny.com/the-row-migrants-food-waste/12690112/

Some of you may have seen this recent story (covered by the Post & Eyewitness News - links
above) about the startling volume of food being thrown away at Hotel Row, provided for
migrants by the city, which is unfortunately only just the latest example of how food is wasted
every day - even by city government.  This incident should be investigated and I hope someone
immediately put an end to this wasteful practice and has addressed the city agency responsible
for providing this food. It’s a clear example of well intended food donation gone horribly wrong
while people struggle with food insecurity throughout the city every minute of the day.

We must stop this.  I agree with Felipe Rodriguez, a worker from Hotel Row, quoted in the
above article -  “It’s a crime to be throwing out so much food,”

We need an investigation into how this happened, how widespread this problem is, what is
being done NOW to stop this waste, what all this waste is costing city taxpayers and more.
Plus, is this hotel in compliance with NYC’s Commercial Organics Rules?

As the Council has shown an interest in increasing food donation, I ask the Council to follow up
with the Mayor’s office and potentially ask for the creation of a new Food Waste Reduction
Council and revisit the 2021 Food Forward NYC 10 year food policy plan to look into all this and
bring city stakeholders together to take the steps needed to more aggressively address the
problem of food waste.  We need to take steps to end food waste.

There are countless social services agencies in this city that could have undoubtedly used this
wasted food from Hotel Row to help New Yorkers in need - the estimated 1.6 million of New
Yorkers (one in five)  that are food insecure and people struggling to buy groceries at
increasingly inflated prices while perfectly edible food is being dumped all around them.  There
is a network of community refrigerators and there is one just 2 blocks away from this hotel that
could have put this food to good use to help people in need.

We can also no longer ignore that stores dump perfectly good, edible food all the time, simply
because the expiration date or a holiday has passed.  These “expiration” dates are not an
indication of product safety but some consumers won't buy expired food so stores dump
perfectly good food, including post holiday purges of candy and food just because the
packaging is now out of date - and Valentine’s day is next.  Why?  So they can report it as a tax
loss? Are these figures available anywhere?  Someone needs to explore this so perhaps this is

https://nypost.com/2023/01/10/tons-of-food-gets-tossed-by-nyc-hotel-because-migrants-wont-eat-it/
https://nypost.com/2023/01/10/tons-of-food-gets-tossed-by-nyc-hotel-because-migrants-wont-eat-it/
https://abc7ny.com/the-row-migrants-food-waste/12690112/


something the Council can also investigate further.  NYC taxpayers are spending an estimated
$540M this year to export all our waste.  Food waste comprises approximately 41% of this
exported waste and it’s not really all waste - but it is costing us untold millions in so many ways
and something must be done now to stop the waste of edible food by businesses and also
schools.

I encourage you all to also google food expiration date legislative efforts as we also need to do
more to change the system of product labeling with misleading dates and also better educate
the public that those “sell by” dates are not indicators of product safety.

To start, I hope the Council will establish a working group immediately to look into all of this and
come up with a plan of action, as we can and must do better to reduce food (and other) waste
as it is also a leading contributor of methane emissions that exacerbate global warming.  We
can help our neighbors, our finances and the planet by increasing focus to fix this problem.  We
desperately need city officials to act.  I’m sure that not a day goes by without an extreme
amount of food being wasted in this city.  We must take aggressive and immediate action to end
the waste of food asap.  I would be happy to help in any way.

Thank you.

Allison Allen
New York, NY
allisonaallen@aol.com



Thank you for the opportunity to submit testimony regarding Intro 815. 

I believe that the basic principle behind Intro 815, providing adequate notice to 
Respondents of the penalty amounts that they may be subject to, is an admirable one. 

However, I believe Intro 815 is confusingly written, and may have unintended 
consequences, depending on how the language might be interpreted. 

Specifically, it should be clarified in the legislative text that agencies retain their 
frequently-exercised power to set higher penalties (within the legislatively prescribed-range) in 
the event of a no-show by the Respondent at the hearing (that is, frequently referred to as a 
"default" in the various agency penalty schedules). This is a common strategy by agencies, and a 
reasonable one. 

It is important to set higher penalties in the event of such “defaults”, because otherwise 
there is limited reason for Respondents to show up and learn from the agencies and the tribunals 
about the specific cause of the socially problematic violation, and how to correct it. Rather, 
Respondents, absent higher penalties in the event of “defaults,” would likely opt for the strategy 
of ignoring the summons, not showing up at the hearing, and waiting for a period of years until 
the Respondent may (or may not) be hounded by the City for the (still relatively small) payment. 
This behavior, while economically rational, would show disrespect for our city’s adjudicative 
tribunals, and society itself, and delay correction of the violative condition by the Respondent. 
No-shows / “defaults” are already a serious issue in New York City, and a misinterpretation of 
Intro 815’s current language could make the problem significantly worse. 

A simple fix, to make what I think is already the intent of the bill, clearer, would be to 
change the applicable language in the bill as follows: 

----- 

"b. For any unspecified range of penalties set forth in the code, the default civil penalty for a first 
violation, where the respondent either stipulates to the violation prior to the initial scheduled 
trial or hearing date or makes an appearance at the initial scheduled trial or hearing, shall be 
the lowest amount in the range. No agency or officer may impose a civil penalty greater than the 
default civil penalty for a violation, where the respondent either stipulates to the violation prior 
to the initial scheduled trial or hearing date or makes an appearance at the initial scheduled 
trial or hearing, unless the agency establishes by rule the aggravating factors that would justify 
the imposition of a greater penalty." 

----- 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to be heard on this issue. 

Eric Eisenberg 
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